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Abstract

In this paper we develop a closed queueing network model for a robotic milking

barn� We present an approximative mean�value analysis of the model to evaluate

important performance criteria such as the queue length� waiting time and utilization

of the facilities in the barn� It is shown how the results from the queueing network

analysis can support the discussion about the optimal design of the robotic barn�

� Introduction

Dairy barns with milking robots are becoming more and more interesting from an econom�
ical point of view� cf� ���� Nevertheless� they are expensive� So it is important to develop
insight in the optimal layout of a robotic milking barn �RMB	 and the optimal ratios of the
various facilities in the barn and the herd size� In parlor milking barns� traditional ratios
of cubicles� feeding stands� water troughs and milking stalls per head have been established
�see �
�	� and it has already been veri�ed that it is possible to house a larger number of
cows than the number of cubicles and feeding stands without major problems �see ��� �	�
In an experimental farm in Duiven in the Netherlands the research center IMAG�DLO

is investigating the behaviour of the cows in an RMB� Based on extensive measurements
and observations� Halachmi et al� ��� concluded that the usage of the various facilities in
an RMB is stochastic� This aspect should be incorporated in models used for the design of
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an RMB� Another aspect� which makes the design of an RMB complex� is the interference
between the facilities in the barn� increasing the capacity of bottleneck facilities will shift
queues and alter the location of bottlenecks� possibly forcing the designer to increase the
capacity elsewhere in order to meet animals welfare needs� The concept of the closed
queueing network �QN	 seems to be appropriate for modelling and analysing an RMB�
since it describes the stochastic nature of the facilities usage as well as the interference
e�ects� and it permits a systematic analysis of the economic and social tradeo�s in the
design of an RMB� Normally the QN is used to model the performance of communication
networks and production systems� We now discuss a new application �eld� performance
evaluation of RMBs� We intend to show in this paper that the QN description for this out
of the ordinary application is very informative and that it turns out to be a very powerful
design tool�
In section  we �rst describe the RMB and translate it into the terminology of the QN

model� We give some thoughts to the data needed� Further we already discuss a number
of performance criteria that are particularly important in this situation� In section � we
present the approximate mean�value analysis �AMVA	 of the QN� This approximation
technique is validated in section � by comparing it with simulation of the QN model� The
simulation uses real data collected in the experimental barn in Duiven� In section � we show
how the results from the QN analysis support the discussion about the possible designs of
the barn� The �nal section is devoted to conclusions and comments�

� The RMB and the QN

In this section we �rst describe the RMB� next translate it into a QN model and �nally
discuss some of the performance aspects�

��� The RMB

The basic layout of the RMB we are dealing with is shown in �gure �� The barn has �ve
facilities or servers� two of which are particularly important�

� The �rst one is the Milking robot� Milking robots are di�erent from the ordinary
milking machines in one crucial aspect� the robot has sensors to be able to �nd the
teats of the cow� There are at least two good reasons for using robots� First� it saves
a lot of labor and second� it makes it much easier to go from milking twice a day to
three or more times a day� When cows are milked three times a day their production
is increased with �� to �� percent� Milking robots� their operation and costs have
been reviewed elsewhere� see e�g� ��� ��� ����

� The second one is the Concentrate feeder� Cows are allowed to receive only a limited
amount of concentrate� So the concentrate feeder must have the equipment to be
able to distinguish the cows and to decide to give or not to give concentrate to the
cow� Cows are very fond of the concentrate� It is even possible to adapt the amount





Figure �� Layout of the barn �dimensions in mm�	

to the speci�c needs of each cow� cf� ����� The concentrate feeder is used to lure the
cows into milking robot� A cow can only reach the feeder by passing through the
robot�

The other three �conventional	 facilities are�

� The Forage lane� There are in practice no limitations on forage� But there have to
be enough eating positions at the forage feeder to prevent the cows from becoming
aggressive� The forage feeder is simply a place that has to be large enough�

� The Water troughs� The water turnover rate of highly yielding cows is among the
highest recorded mammals� cf� ����� These facilities are not expensive and have
a signi�cant physiological importance� i�e�� cows have to drink a lot to be able to
produce up to �� liters of milk per day�

� The Cubicles� In the cubicles the cows can lay down� rest� and avoid confrontations�
They spend roughly �� percent of their time in the cubicles� Cubicles require space
and fences only�

Further we need one more� arti�cial� facility that we will call�

� Walking� The space in between the facilities is used for walking� idling or grouping�
This takes roughly � percent of their time� so � to � hours a day� In that time
they cover only between � and � kilometers� so a better word for the facility might be
standing� Anyway� the walking area should be large enough to accommodate roughly
at least � percent of the herd�
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��� The QN model

From the above description it is clear that the cows in the barn use � facilities� The capacity
of these facilities is limited� so queueing may occur� The service durations and movement
between the facilities is random �see ���	� This suggests a QN model with � stations�

�� Milking robot�

� Concentrate feeder�

�� Forage lane�

�� Water trough�

�� Cubicle and

�� Walking�

Of these stations� Walking can be modelled as an in�nite server� The other stations are
single of multi servers� The service time per station can be obtained from measurements
and speci�cations� The transition process can also be determined from measurements� We
note� however� that the actual transition process depends also on the layout� In this QN
the customers are the cows� The number of cows is denoted by H �for herd	�

��� The data

The data we will discuss hereafter are obtained from measurements in the experimental
barn in Duiven in which the number of cows is small compared to the various capacities
and hence waiting is scarce� Therefore the measured service times are upper estimates for
the animals needs� independent of the herd size� An extensive presentation and discussion
of the measurements can be found in ����
For the QN model we do not really need the transition probabilities between the sta�

tions� Important are only the relative number of visits to each of the stations� Many of
the visits of the cows to the facilities Milking and Concentrate are in vain� The milking
frequency is limited to once every � hours and they only receive concentrate according to
a prede�ned �xed amount and timing� Usually once per � hours� The second important
quantity is the amount of �service time� required in each of the stations� In �gure  we
show the frequency distribution of the service time in the Milking robot obtained from the
measurements� The small service times correspond to the unsuccessful visits of a cow to
the robot� For the approximative analysis of the QN model� however� we do not need the
distribution of the service time� but the mean and standard deviation will su�ce� The
data that is needed is displayed in table �� The sum of the visit frequencies is normalized
to ��
The incorporation of Walking in the model is more or less arbitrary because walking is

modelled as an in�nite server� There is no waiting for walking� and therefore it does not
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Figure � Frequency distribution of the service time �in min�	 in the Milking robot

Service time �in min�	
Facility Relative visit frequency Mean Standard deviation
Milking robot ����� 
��� ��
Concentrate feeder ����� ���
 ���
Forage lane ���� ���� ����
Water trough ����� ���
 ���
Cubicle ���� �
�� ����

Table �� Service requirements in the facilities in the barn

make any di�erence whether walking consists of many short periods or a few longer ones�
We set the visit frequency for Walking to �� From the measurements we know that Walking
takes ��
 percent of the time� So one �visit� to Walking should take ��
���� of the mean
time needed for one visit to the other facilities �weighted with the visit frequencies	� This
leads to a mean walking time per visit of ���� minutes� We note that in an in�nite server
station only the mean service time matters� In table  we show how according to the
measurements a cow spends the time in the various facilities�

��� The performance and design measures

In QNs we are normally interested in the means or distributions of the waiting times and
the mean numbers of �customers� or �jobs� at the various stations� That is not very di�erent
in the present situation� Waiting is very important� Particularly at the scarce facilities
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Facility Percentage of time
Milking robot ���
Concentrate feeder ���
Forage lane ����
Water trough ��
Cubicle ����
Walking ��


Table � Percentages of time a cow spends in the various facilities

Milking robot and Concentrate waiting has to be limited� When a cow is waiting for one
of these facilities and if another cow arrives� aggressive behaviour might occur� In the herd
there is a social hierarchy� If a higher ranked cow arrives� the lower ranked might be pushed
away� So there is also a form of priority servicing� We will ignore this aspect for the time
being� Some waiting for Cubicles is not really a problem because Walking seems to be an
alternative for the Cubicles� So the discussion about the design focuses very much on the
waiting times for the Robot and the Concentrate feeder and on the maximum number of
cows that �t into a certain design such that no problems �e�g� aggression	 will occur�
An important aspect in the design is the actual layout� The concentrate feeder is used

to lure the cows into the robot� So the concentrate is used as a reward for the cows that
were milked� But this leads to the situation where the cows come in for milking too often
because they want concentrate� If it takes a substantial amount of time for the Milking
Robot to send away the cows that are not yet allowed to be milked� a result is that a lot of
milking capacity will be lost� If it easy for the cows to approach the concentrate feeders�
then they will try to do so often� But then Concentrate capacity is lost in the process
of detecting that a cow is not allowed to be served� So the layout should be such that
cows are only allowed to enter the Milking and Concentrate area if they are allowed to be
milked� Although these aspects are very important in the design we will not discuss them
any further�
Given the visit frequencies� service times� capacities and herd size we can evaluate

waiting times� queue lengths and utilizations for the various facilities� From these we
can discuss and judge the design under consideration� The algorithm for evaluating the
performance will be presented in the next section�

� The AMVA

The QN with exponential service times can be solved exactly� The solution is a product
form� General conditions under which QNs have a product�form solution are formulated in
���� A standard technique for the analysis of product�form networks is mean�value analysis
�MVA	 �see ���	� The name MVA refers to the fact that it deals with relations between
the quantities�
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� mean time spent in a station�

� mean number of cows in a station� and

� mean number of visits per time unit to a station�

In the QN model of the barn� however� the service times are not exponential �cf� �g�
ure 	� Since non�exponential networks cannot be analyzed exactly� we will develop an
approximation by adapting the MVA to this situation�
Exact MVA is based on Little�s formula ��� and the arrival theorem ��� stating that in a

closed QN a customer moving from one station to another sees the network in equilibrium
with one customer removed� Little�s formula is valid under general circumstances� but the
arrival theorem only holds exactly for product�form networks� The QN model of the barn
has no product�form solution� but we will adopt the arrival theorem as an approximation�
Before formulating the AMVA relations we introduce some notation� The stations are

numbered according to the list in subsection �� The relative visit frequency to station i
is vi and the mean and standard deviation of the service time in station i are denoted by
si and �i� respectively� The mean residual service time Ri in station i is given by �see ����	

Ri �
si


�
� �

�
�i
si

���
�

The number of servers in station i is ci� We further introduce the following quantities�

Wi�H	 mean waiting time in station i�
Si�H	 mean �total	 time spent in station i�
�i�H	 mean number of visits per time unit to station i�
Li�H	 mean number of cows waiting �not in service	 in station i�
�i�H	 server utilization in station i�
pi�k�H	 probability of k cows waiting in station i�
Qi�H	 probability that all servers are busy in station i�

The H indicates the dependence on the herd size� Note that there is a close relation
between �i�H	 and vi� The �rst one is the absolute arrival rate and second is the relative
arrival rate to station i�
We now formulate the relations for Wi�H	� Si�H	� �i�H	 and Li�H	� The relation for

Wi�H	 depends on whether station i is a single� multi or in�nite server� Walking �station
�	 is the only in�nite�server station� In such a station there is no waiting� so

W��H	 � ��

The other stations are single or multi server� In a single�server station we have that

Wi�H	 � fprobability server is busy on arrivalg � fmean residual service time�

given server is busy on arrivalg� fmean number of waiting

cows on arrivalg � si �
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Approximating the mean residual service by Ri and applying the arrival theorem �also as
an approximation	 this relation becomes

Wi�H	 � �i�H � �	Ri � Li�H � �	si� ��	

where

�i�H � �	 � �i�H � �	si�

In a multi�server station the relation for mean waiting time is a little bit more complicated�
Then we can write

Wi�H	 � fprobability all servers are busy on arrivalg � fmean time till �rst

departure� given all servers are busy on arrivalg� fmean time to

clear the queue of waiting cowsg �

It is reasonable to assume that with ci servers the time till the �rst departure and the time
to clear the queue is ci times smaller than with one server� Hence�

Wi�H	 � Qi�H � �	
Ri

ci
� Li�H � �	

si
ci
� �	

The probability Qi�H	 is equal to � if H � ci� and otherwise it is approximated by the
corresponding probability in an M�M�ci system with arrival rate �i�H	 and mean service
time si� So� for H � ci

Qi�H	 � ��

and for H � ci we have �see� e�g� ����	

Qi�H	 �
�ci�i�H		

ci

ci�

�
��� �i�H		

ci��X
k��

�ci�i�H		
k

k�
�
�ci�i�H		

ci

ci�

�
��

�

where

�i�H	 � �i�H	
si
ci
�

Note that for ci � � equation �	 is the same as equation ��	 for a single server� and that
for ci �� it reduces to Wi�H	 � �� Equations ��	 and �	 express the mean waiting time
for herd size H in terms of quantities for herd size H � �� So they are recursive in H� We
emphasize that the equations ��	 and �	 for the mean waiting time are approximations�
and that� of course� also other approximate equations are possible�
The mean total time spent in station i follows by adding the mean service time to the

mean waiting time� so

Si�H	 � Wi�H	 � si �






To determine the arrival rates �i�H	 we �rst note that the mean time elapsing between
the starts of two successive walks� C�H	 say� is equal to �recall that v� � �	

C�H	 �
�X

i��

viSi�H	 �

In between two walks a cow visits facility i on the average vi times� Hence� the mean
number of visits per time unit to facility i of one cow is vi�C�H	� Since there are H cows
around� we obtain

�i�H	 �
viH

C�H	
�

viHP�
i�� viSi�H	

�

Finally� Little�s formula applied to the queue in station i yields

Li�H	 � �i�H	Wi�H	 �

This completes the set of AMVA relations� The relations can be solved recursively� Starting
with an empty barn for which Li��	 � �i��	 � �� we can subsequently compute the quan�
tities Wi�h	� Si�h	� �i�h	� Qi�h	 and Li�h	 for h � �� � � � � H using the relations formulated
above� The AMVA algorithm is summarized in �gure ��

Step �� Initialization� Li��	 � Qi��	 � � for all i and set h �� ��

Step �� Compute for i � �� � � � � �

Wi�h	 � Qi�h� �	
Ri

ci
� Li�h� �	

si
ci
�

Si�h	 � Wi�h	 � si�

�i�h	 �
vihP�

i�� viSi�h	
�

Li�h	 � �i�h	Wi�h	�

�i�h	 � �i�h	
si
ci
�

Qi�h	 � �� if h � ci�

�
�ci�i�h		

ci

ci�

�
��� �i�h		

ci��X
k��

�ci�i�h		
k

k�
�
�ci�i�h		

ci

ci�

�
��

� if h � ci�

Step �� If h � H� then stop� and otherwise� set h �� h� � and repeat step ��

Figure �� AMVA algorithm
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Based on Qi�H	 we can compute a simple approximation for the queue length proba�
bilities pi�k�H	 as follows� We set

pi�k�H	 � �k
i
�H	 Pr�exactly ci cows in station i�� k � �� � � � � � H � ci � ��	

This relation is exact for an M�M�ci�H queue with server utilization �i�H	� To approxi�
mate the probability of exactly ci cows in station i we substitute ��	 into the equation

Qi�H	 � Pr�exactly ci cows in station i� �
H�ciX
k��

pi�k�H	�

yielding

Pr�exactly ci cows in station i� � Qi�H	
�� �i�H	

�� ��i�H		H�ci��
�

The probability pi��� H	 �nally follows from

pi��� H	 � ��
H�ciX
k��

pi�k�H	�

In the next section we will investigate the accuracy of AMVA�

� Validation

Two things should be veri�ed� First� that the QN model is a reasonable representation of
reality� and second� that AMVA produces good approximations for the performance of the
QN model�
A full validation of the QN model is complicated� since e�g� the climate conditions

and many other parameters in�uencing the behaviour of cows are di�cult to predict� But
we can say the following� The QN model exactly describes the relative workloads of the
facilities in the barn� and it takes into account the variability in the service times and the
interference e�ects between the facilities� Further the performance of the QN model has
repeatedly passed the �face validation� test as several people familiar with the barn district
found it accurately mimicking a real system�
The accuracy of AMVA is easier to verify� Below we compare the results of AMVA

with the ones produced by simulation of the QN� The examples are based on the real barn
measurements in Duiven� AMVA only needs the data in table �� but the simulation uses
more detailed information� i�e�� the transition probabilities between the facilities and the
frequency distributions of the service times� The walking times in the simulation model
are exponential� In table � we list the performance of the robot and concentrate feeder for
several scenarios� In each of the scenarios we have � eating positions at the forage lane� �
water troughs and � cubicles� The accuracy of the simulation results is ������� for the
utilization and �� for the mean waiting time and mean queue length� The simulation
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Scenario Milking robot Concentrate feeder
���H� W��H� L��H� ���H� W��H� L��H�

c� c� H amva sim amva sim amva sim amva sim amva sim amva sim

� � �� ��	� ��	� �
		 �
�
 ��
� ��
 ���	 ���� ���� ���� ��� ����
�� ��	� ��		 ���� ���� �	

 ���� ��	 ��� ���� ���	 	�
� 	��


� � �� ��	� ��	� 	��� 	�
	 ��	� ���� ���
 ��	� �� ���� �	� ����
	� �
�
 �
�� ���� ���� ��	� ���� ���� ���� 	��� ���
 ���� ����

	 � 	� ��� ��� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ��	 ���� 	�	 	��� ���
 ��	�
�� ���� ���� ���� ��
� ��� ���� �
�� �
� 
�� ���� ���� ��

�� �
�� �
�� ���� ��	� ���� ��� �� �	� �
�
 ���
 ���� ���	

	 	 �� �	� ��� 
��� ��
 ���
 	��	 ���
 ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Comparison of AMVA with simulation results

time on a SUN�� ���Mhz Workstation is for each scenario approximately 
 minutes� The
computation time for AMVA is negligible�
The results in table � show that AMVA predicts the utilizations and hence the arrival

rates very accurately� The predictions for the mean waiting times and mean queue lengths
are reasonable� The accuracy is ���� � but in some cases � � For example� in the last
scenario� AMVA predicts a mean waiting time of 
 minutes at the robot� The exact value
is nearly �� minutes� But what matters is that both waiting times are �much too	 long�
Hence� for design purposes� the accuracy of AMVA is good enough�
In table � we consider the approximation for the queue length probabilities� and compare

it with simulation� We list Pi�k�H	� which is the probability that in station i all servers
are busy and k or more cows are waiting for service�

Scenario P��k�H� P��k�H�
c� c� H k � � � 	 � � � 	

� � �� amva ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���	 �	
� ���� ����
sim ���� ���� ���� ���	 ���� �	�
 ��
 ��	

� � �� amva ��� �	�� ���� ���
 ��	 �
�� ���	 ���
sim ���� ��	
 ���	 ���� ��� �
�� ���� ��
�

� � �� amva ���� ��� �		� ���
 �	�� ��� ���� ���	
sim ���� �	�� ��� ��
� �	�� ���� ���	 ����

� � 	� amva ��� ���
 ��
� ��� ��� ��

 ���� ���
sim ���� ���� �	� ���� ���� ��	� ���� ����

	 � 	� amva �	�� ���� ���� ���	 ��
 �	�
 ���	 ��	�
sim �	�� ���� ���� ��� ��	 ��	 ���� ���

	 � �� amva ���
 ��	
 �		� ���� ��	� ��� ��
� �	�
sim ���	 �	�� ���� ���� ��	� ���� ���� �	�	

	 � �� amva ���� ���� ���	 ��
� �
� �
	� ���� ����
sim ��	
 ��
� ��	
 �	�� �

 �
�
 ��		 ����

	 	 �� amva �
�� �
�� ���� ���� ���� ��
 �� ��		
sim �
�� ���� ��	� ���� ���	 ���� ��	� ����

Table �� Queue length probabilities for the robot and concentrate feeder
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The results in table � show that AMVA produces reasonable approximations� In nearly
every case the approximation is an overestimation�
In the next section we demonstrate how AMVA can be used as a practical design tool�

� Applications

A practical problem related to the design of a barn is for example the following� A farmer
has given the number of servers in each facility and wants to determine the herd size for
optimal utilization of the facilities� Alternatively� the farmer wants to know how many
servers in each of the facilities are needed for his herd� Below we show how AMVA can be
used in this situation�
The starting point is the barn described in section � The initial con�guration is 

milking robots� � concentrate feeder� � forage lane eating positions� � water troughs and
� cubicles� The target herd size is �� cows� The design criterion is an upper limit of �
minutes for the mean waiting time in each facility� To determine the optimal design we use
the following add�heuristic� We start with � cow and then add one cow at a time till we
reach the target of �� cows� If the mean waiting time in a facility exceeds the � minutes
limit we add servers to that facility �one at a time	 till the mean waiting time drops below
� minutes� Table � lists the results of the heuristic� The performance is only shown when
servers have to be added�

Scenario Robot Concentrate Cubicles
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Table �� Utilization� mean waiting time �in min�	 and mean number of waiting cows for
the robot� concentrate feeder and cubicles

Clearly the initial con�guration holds up to � cows� Then the mean waiting time at
the concentrate feeder is too long �nearly � minutes	� By adding one concentrate feeder
the con�guration holds up to � cows� in which case the bottleneck appears at the robot�

�



We then add an extra robot and so on� The cubicles become a bottleneck for a herd of ��
cows� Two additional cubicles and an extra concentrate feeder �nally yield a satisfactory
performance for a herd of �� cows�
In subsection �� we mentioned that milking capacity will be lost due to cows passing

through the robot� not because they have to be milked� but because they want concentrate�
They are o�ered a �xed amount of concentrate usually once per � hours� More visits to the
concentrate feeder are not rewarded� and only lead to loss of feeder capacity� Unsuccessful
visits may be avoided by means of a selective gate in front of the robot� through which only
cows may pass who have to milked� It is interesting to investigate the e�ect of a selective
gate on the required milking and feeder capacity� Below we consider the con�guration for
�� cows found in table �� We determine the possible reduction of capacity in case � of
the visits to the robot and concentrate feeder is unsuccessful� where � ranges from ��� �
up to ��� We assume that small service times correspond to unsuccessful visits� So the
smallest � of the measured service times corresponds to unsuccessful attempts� Table �
shows the mean and standard deviation of the successful and unsuccessful service times�

Percentage of Robot Concentrate
visits that is unsuccessful successful unsuccessful successful
unsuccessful mean st� dev� mean st� dev� mean st� dev� mean st� dev�
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Table �� Mean and standard deviation of the successful and unsuccessful service times �in
min�	 when the percentage of the visits that is unsuccessful ranges from ��� � up to ���
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Table �� Performance of the barn with a selective gate in front of the robot

In the situation of a selective gate in front of the robot the visit frequencies to the robot
and concentrate feeder reduce with � and the service attempts are always successful� In
table � we show the e�ect of this gate on the performance of the barn and investigate

��



whether we may remove a robot or feeder without exceeding the � minutes limit for the
mean waiting time� It appears that in none of the scenarios the selective gate allows a
reduction of the milking or feeder capacity�

� Conclusion

In this paper we formulated a QN model for a robotic barn� Since the QN cannot be solved
exactly� we developed an AMVA� The computations of AMVA require negligible time on a
PC and it produces good approximations� We demonstrated that the QN model provides
a practical tool to support the design of robotic barns�
QN techniques are still uncommon in the analysis and design of livestock housing�

As we demonstrated in the present study� these techniques can be very useful for design
problems in this area�
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